Some common style sheet properties
The cascading style sheet specification lists 53 properties in six different
groupings that let you control how things look on your document page. The
remainder of this teaching document will briefly look at most of these properties.
For a complete listing and detailed explanations, you should consult the book
listed at the end of this page (or any other cascading style sheet book of your
choice) or visit one of the many style sheet reference pages on the web, a few of
which are also listed in the help section below.
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Font-Variant operates incorrectly on most current browsers.
Font names can be either specific or generic. Font names which include spaces,
e.g. Times New Roman, should be enclosed in quotation marks. The five generic
styles are serif, sanserif, cursive, fantasy, and monospace. Cursive and fantasy
are rarely if ever supported by any browser at present.
To avoid lengthy lists of font properties for one or more elements, you may
combine all the font properties in one list using the generic FONT property

Properties must be listed in the order shown below. Font size and family are
required; the other properties can be omitted if not needed.
ELEMENT {font: font-style font-weight font-variant font-size font-family}
P {font: bold 12pt "Times New Roman", Garamond, serif}

RETURN to contents list.

Text Properties
LETTERSPACING
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To create a hanging indent, specify a negative value for the text-indent property.
At the same time, you may need to compensate for text margins. For example:
.hang {text-indent: -3em ; margin-left: 3 em}

RETURN to contents list.

List Properties
LIST-STYLEIMAGE

LIST-STYLE-POSITION

LIST-STYLE-TYPE
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Used to specify whether
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an image to use
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The list-style-image option is supported only by Internet Explorer

Currently, no browser supports the list-style-position property
Apply the above styles to the <UL> and <OL> tags to affect all the items in a list
rather than applying the styles to each <LI> tag individually

RETURN to contents list.

Every element in an HTML document has both a foreground and a background
color. In some cases the background is not a color but an image. Children of an
HTML element normally inherit the foreground color their parent, but background
properties are not inherited. A child's background is normally transparent,
allowing the parent's background color or image to show through. This is how
text can appear "on top" (or "in front") of a background image.

Color and Background Properties
BACKGROUNDATTACHMENT
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BACKGROUNDIMAGE
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As shown for the FONT attributes, you can combine several background
properties into a single generic BACKGROUND property statement. This is the
only way to get Netscape to recognize certain background properties! You may
specify as many or as few as you wish in any order.
The COLOR property is normally used to specify the color of text. However, it
supposedly can also be used to color non-textural tags, e.g. horizontal rules, that
cannot normally be changed. However, Netscape appears not to recognize this
capability, though Internet Explorer does.

RETURN to contents list.

Box Properties
BORDER-COLOR

BORDERWIDTH

BORDER-STYLE
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In theory, BORDER-COLOR accepts from one to four values; if only one is
specified, all borders have the same color; if two are specified, the top and
bottom have the first color, the left and right the other; if three are specified, the
top has the first color, the sides the second, and the bottom the third; if four
values are specified, the colors are assigned starting with the top and moving
clockwise. Border color options currently are implemented unpredictably in both
Netscape and Internet Explorer.
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The short-hand MARGIN and PADDING properties used to specify multiple
margins or element padding in a single statement is not supported by Netscape.
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Some examples of boxes appear below:
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